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Part of the Inspire Range, the Beaumont is a 
window and door system that is designed to look 
like timber but is in fact made from PVCu.  
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Inspire is a high performance range of windows and doors that can 
suit a wide range of properties – from a modern apartment to a 
townhouse, cottage or modern detached home.

In this brochure you’ll find inspirational looks for your home 
featuring Beaumont, a window and door that looks just like timber 
but is manufactured with high performance PVCu. You’ll also find 
out how an Inspire bi-fold can modernise your home and make it 
appear bigger and brighter.

You can learn more about the features and benefits of each of 
these products in this brochure, as well as the colours on offer, 
hardware options, and glazing including how to upgrade to triple 
glazing for a warmer home.

About Inspire
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The Beaumont window is manufactured 
using a high performance PVCu profile that 
offers a host of benefits including: 

Inspire Beaumont - 
The Profiles

• Cutting edge weather seal for incredible 
insulation

• Low maintenance - only requires the 
occasional wipe with a cloth to keep clean 

• Multi-chambered profile for superior 
thermal performance 

• Decorative profile shape for traditional look

Hardware & Colours

• View our range of hardware options on page 16

• View our range of colours and woodgrain foils on page 20

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products

The Beaumont window is very versatile, complementing all styles of home with its simple 
design. Beaumont windows can be fixed (non-opening), opened from the top, or opened 
from the side. They can also be combined to create different configurations including bay 
styles, giving you more freedom in design. 

Inspire Beaumont Windows
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Inspire Beaumont Window Styles
Inspire windows are available in a number of styles and configurations. 
Take a look above and choose the best style for your home.
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The mechanical joints 
make the Beaumont 
look just like timber – 
meaning you can have 
traditional aesthetics for 
less cost.
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The key difference between the Beaumont 
and other PVCu windows and doors is 
the mechanical joints. PVCu frames have 
welded corners, whereas wooden windows 
have a traditional mortice and tenon 
joint. The Beaumont has a mechanical 
joint, making it look just like timber. The 
mechanical joint has a patent pending 
design, meaning you are choosing a truly 
unique window and door for your home. 

And why is it called the Beaumont? The 
mechanical joint was created by Mark 
Beaumont, a man who works in the 
Research & Development department 
of the company that manufactures the 
Beaumont, and we thought it was fitting to 
name the product after him! 

Inspire Beaumont 
Mechanical Joint

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products

Normal PVCu windows have 
welded joints

The Beaumont has a mechanical 
joint just like timber

Available on window sashes, but not door sashes.

Door frames have a mechanical joint, but door 
sashes are welded.
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Beaumont doors look just like timber but do not 
require any painting or varnishing.

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products

French is a classic door style that’s suited to 
older properties and perfectly complements 
our timber effect, traditional look Beaumont 
windows.

The Beaumont French door is a PVCu door 
that offers good thermal insulation and 
security for your home, keeping you warm 
and safe.

Like the Beaumont window, Beaumont 

French doors feature mechanical joints. 
This mechanically jointed outer frame 
replicates traditional methods of timber 
manufacturing, giving a true timber look to 
your new door.

Choose from a range of colours and 
hardware options to match your Beaumont 
windows and create the perfect style for you 
and your home.

Inspire Beaumont - French Doors

Hardware & Colours

• View our range of hardware options on page 17

• View our range of colours and woodgrain foils on page 20

Door frames have a mechanical joint, but sashes are welded
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A great alternative to 
PVCu entrance doors, 
composite doors give 
your home extra 
insulation, extra security 
and extra style.

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products10
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Inspire Composite Doors
Secure, stylish and energy efficient, Inspire 
Beaumont composite doors offer the 
same high levels of thermal insulation and 
durability as a timber door but with all the 
low maintenance qualities of PVCu.

Our composite doors are made up of a solid 
timber core with a durable thermo plastic 
skin that won’t fade, warp or crack, even 
in extreme temperatures. At 48mm thick, 
Inspire composites are almost 10% thicker 
than most alternatives, with this added 
thickness making the door extra sturdy and 
thermally efficient.

Inspire Beaumont doors use a mechanically 
jointed outerframe to replicate the look of 
real timber, and perfectly complement the 
Beaumont timber effect windows.

With a wide range of styles and colours 
on offer, you’re sure to find a door you’ll 
like. To add the finishing touches to your 
new entrance, choose from a selection 
of glass styles, including obscure and 
decorative designs, and hardware options 
including accessories and traditional style 
ironmongery.
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Inspire Beaumont composite 
doors use a solid timber core. 
Not only does this help the 
door achieve good thermal 
efficiency, it makes it much 
stronger and more secure.

Other Benefits 
of the Inspire 

Composite Doors

Multipoint locking

Double and triple glazed units

Energy efficient reinforcing

High quality furniture

Colour fastness guarantee

Trisys glazing cassette system
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Inspire
Composite Doors Styles
Not only do Inspire composite doors 
look great, they will keep your home safe 
and secure.

Inspire Ludlow Inspire Beeston Inspire Conway Inspire Harlech Inspire Nottingham 

Inspire composite doors 
are available in a wide 
range of styles.

Hardware & Colours

• View our range of hardware options 
on page 23

Our composite door hinge

Inspire
Composite Doors Styles

Inspire composite doors 
are available in a wide 
range of styles.

Inspire Anocona Inspire Biella Inspire Bresica Inspire Florence Inspire Genoa 
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Inspire Tenby Inspire Flint Inspire Stafford

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products

Inspire Beaumont - 
Stable Doors
Stable doors allow you to open the top half 
of the door whilst keeping the lower half 
shut, letting in fresh air and making them 
perfect for homes with animals or children. 
Our stable doors look exactly like timber 
but are made with modern materials - 
meaning less maintenance for you. 

Hardware & Colours

• View our range of hardware options 
on page 17

• View our range of colours and 
woodgrain foils on page 13

Inspire Windsor

Inspire Milano Inspire Naples Inspire Pisa Inspire Sorrento Inspire Venice
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A colourful new front door is a wonderful 
way to add character to your home, and 
you’re never short of choice with an 
Inspire composite door.

Mix and match from an almost unlimited 
number of different colour combinations 
to create the perfect look for you. Pick 
a colour that complements the rest of 
your home or go for a stand-out shade 
and make your entrance the focal point. 
You can even match colours to the glass 
designs you choose.

Colours available include painted timber 
effect, woodgrain effects and exclusive 
colours such as rich aubergine or 
French grey.

Whatever colour you choose, our 
composites are designed to stay looking 
great year after year, and you’ll never have 
to worry about re-painting your new door.

Inspire Beaumont 
Composite Door - Colours

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products
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Bi-folding doors are praised 
for bringing the outside in, 
seamlessly merging inside and 
outside to give the impression of 
a wider open space.

16
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Bi-folding doors are praised for bringing 
the outside in, seamlessly merging inside 
and outside to give the impression of a 
wider open space.

Inspire bi-folding doors are made from 
strong, slim-line aluminium frames. A 
thinner frame holds more glass which 
means better views to outside and a more 
illuminated home.

Inspire bi-folding doors can be enjoyed all 
year round. In summer push them back to 
let light and air into your home. In winter 
enjoy the spectacular views to outside 
from the warmth and comfort of your 
home.

Inspire Aluminium 
Bi-folding Doors

Colours

Aluminium bi-folding doors can be sprayed 
in any RAL colour – that’s over 200 colours 
in gloss, semi-gloss and matt finishes!

If you’re looking for something a bit more 
unique, we also offer dual-colours (different 
colours inside and outside), allowing you to 
really personalise your door.

Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look productswww.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk

Please note, this product does not have a 
mechnical joint
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Inspire Window Hardware Options
The finishing touches for your new Beaumont windows are the handles. Choose from lots 
of different finishes to complement the colour scheme of your home, or to create a focal 
feature of the window. 

Monkey Tail Handles

First seen on the original 
timber windows of yesteryear, 
monkey tail handles are an 
easy way to add a traditional 
vibe to modern windows. 
Combine with a woodgrain 
effect foil to get a true original 
timber window look.

Peardrop & Teardrop Handles

The Peardrop and Teardrop 
are two attractive types of 
handle. They give a traditional 
appearance to your windows 
and make an interesting style 
detail that looks good in all 
types of home.

Antique Black                  Black Chrome Gold Bronze Satin White Graphite
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Inspire Door Hardware Options

Letterplates

Alongside stunning door 
handles and door knockers, 
the Inspire range also includes 
matching letterplates.

Knockers & Spyholes

We reserve the right to change our ironmongery range

The first interaction someone will have with your home is when they knock 
on the front door, so make sure you create the right first impression with a 
stylish Inspire door knocker. From the traditional to the contemporary, we 
offer door knockers to suit any home. We also offer a selection of spyholes 
so you can see who is outside before opening your door! 

Composite Door Hinges

Available in: 
Black, Chrome, Dark 
Brown, Gold, Satin, 
Tan & White

Lever Handle

Available in: Antique Black, Black, Chrome, Gold, Bronze, 
Satin, White, Graphite

All knockers are available in: Antique Black, Black, Chrome, Gold, Bronze, Satin & White

Victorian Urn with Spyhole                   Victorian Urn                       Lions Head                       Horsetail Gothic Black

Gothic Pewter

Tudor Black

Avon Black

Narrow Twist

Handmade Pewter 
Ring

Handmade Black Ring

Traditional ironmongery

PVCu Door Hinges

Available in: White, Brown (RAL 8003 or 
8022), Brass, Matt Chrome

Please note: These do not match with the 
traditional ironmongery range 

Swan Neck Handle

Lever Pad Handle

Stainless Steal door handles

Stainless Steal door pulls

Wall mounted letter boxes

ES23 ES24ES21

ES3 1800mm

ES3 800mm

ES3 400mm

Stainless Steal Knocker

EK53 EK570 EK350

EBK10 EBK13

Please note, the stainless steel range is only available on our 
composite doors
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Inspire Window and Door Security

Lever lock

This uses a set of levers to prevent the bolt 
from moving in the lock, offering excellent 
levels of security.
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Key Wind – the ‘Slam Shut’ lock

The key wind lock has three latches that 
automatically engage the hook bolts, 
instantly locking as the door is slammed 
shut. It is available with an electric opening 
system as an upgrade.

Heritage lock

This lock has a higher key position to give 
a traditional appearance. It is used in 
conjunction with a central door knob and 
door knocker combination (much like No.10 
Downing Street).

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products
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All of our inspire window 
and door products are fitted 
with the latest high security 
locking mechanisms from 
leading suppliers.

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look products 21
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Colour can be used to inject personality into your property, complement existing colour schemes or make a bold style statement. 
Give traditional properties a subtle style boost with pastel shades and wood effect foils, or if you live in a more modern house go 
for striking monochrome or daring brights.

With Inspire you have two different ways to colour – wood effect foils or all over colour. Wood effect foils give PVCu the 
appearance of natural timber, perfect if you want wooden windows without any maintenance.

Inspire Colour Options

Woodgrain Foils

White Chartwell GreenRosewood Golden Oak Cream White Nut Tree Irish Oak Black AshAnthracite

Fast-Track Woodgrains Premium Woodgrains

Inspire Heritage Colour Collection

The Inspire Heritage Colour Collection is a premium range of woodgrain colour foils. The collection is designed to offer 
the authentic look of painted timber, in popular heritage shades, but with a durable and low-maintenance finish.

Choose from six external colours on Heritage white as standard, or the same colour on both sides in the English Oak and Heritage White options.

Agate Grey

Heritage White Heritage White Heritage White Heritage White English Oak Heritage White English Oak Heritage White

Ice Cream Smooth Anthracite Black Ash English Oak English Oak Heritage White Heritage White

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside
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Choose from a selection of woodgrain foils 
or Heritage range for an authentic traditional 
timber appearance in your home.
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Square Leaded Diamond Leaded

Interal Georgian Bars External Georgian Bars

Equal Slightlines Unequal Slightlines

If you live in a traditional property or 
simply like the decorative features on 
older style windows, take a look at our 
three decorative glass options – leaded 
glass, internal Georgian bars and external 
Georgian (or astragal) bars.

Leaded glass has been popular for 
centuries and adds a real artistic quality 
to any window. Inspire windows can have a 
square leaded or diamond leaded design, 
depending on your preference.

Inspire internal Georgian bars are encased 
within the glass unit, whereas external 
Georgian (or astragal) bars are planted 
on the outside of the glass unit. Astragal 
bars were commonly found on 19th century 
windows and are experiencing something 
of a revival in the 21st century as modern 
homeowners look to recreate the same 
traditional aesthetics.

Inspire Leaded Glass and 
Astragal Bars

Give your home a truly 
traditional look with the 
Inspire range of leaded 
glass or astragal bars.

Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look productswww.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk
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Inspire windows and doors are available with 
a wide variety of glass options. We won’t list 
every option here – your sales representative 
will be able to advise the best solution for 
you, but here’s a brief summary of what 
we can offer. 

Energy efficient glass
Our double glazed units are incredibly energy 
efficient. The outer pane of glass allows 
more sunlight and heat to enter through your 
windows and into your house. The inner pane 
meanwhile functions primarily to stop heat 
escaping through your windows and helps 
to retain heat in your home. Our glass units 
also use a warm edge spacer bar, which is 

the component that separates the two panes 
of glass. This prevents cold air entering the 
house and stops mould and condensation 
forming – far better than the aluminium 
spacer bars found in many glass units.

Decorative
Decorative glass is used to maintain privacy 
in your house, for example in a bathroom. It 
can also provide an alternative to blinds or 
curtains if your house is overlooked or your 
windows are near a main street where people 
could see in. Patterns can be as simple 
as ripple effects or intricate floral designs; 
whether you prefer minimalistic or fancy 
styling, there’s a glass to suit every taste.

Inspire Glass Options
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Satin Stippolyte Cotswold Contoura Minster Canterbury Active Neutral

Inspire Triple glazing
The next generation of home improvements 
is here! Upgrade to triple glazing and you 
could be relaxing in a warmer, more 
secure home.

Inspire triple glazed PVCu windows* are 
designed to be very thermally efficient, 
helping to keep your home warmer, reduce 
your energy consumption, and even save 
you money on your heating bills.

The extra pane of glass makes triple glazing 
more secure too as it reduces the chances 
of a potential intruder being able to force 
entry to your home. As a result you can rest 
assured knowing you and your property 
are safe.

* Triple glazing is not available with Astragal Bars
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£1,000 Excess Cover In the unlikely event that a break in occurs through failure 
of the hardware, MACO will refund your home contents insurance excess up to 
£1,000.

10 Year Guarantee Every MACO product is guaranteed for 10 years with the 
unique MACO Secure Plus repair or replace policy.

24hr Emergency Lock Breakdown You’ll be covered by a 24 hour Emergency 
Lock Breakdown Service normally with you within 2-4 hours. So you can sleep 
easy knowing we’ll be there, to make your home secure any time of the day or 
night come rain or shine.

Secure Key Holder Service As a MACO customer you can have access to an 
optional Secure Key Holding Service. Should you forget or lose your keys then 
entry into your property can be almost impossible. Rather than engaging an 
expensive and often damaging locksmith, we can let you back in again, any time 
of the day or night.

Alarm Response Service In addition you can register for our Alarm Response 
Service that can quickly respond and rectify any problems encountered at your 
property whilst you are away from home or on holiday.

Lost Key Return Service In the event that your lost keys are found and 
returned, the finder receives a £10 reward paid by us.

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

10
years

24h
emergency

£1000
excess cover

Most of the products in this brochure incorporate locks made by MACO, one the UK’s 
leading lock manufacturers. Aside from offering incredible security, all windows and doors 
that have a MACO lock are backed by MACO Secure Plus, a comprehensive protection 
scheme that offers the following benefits: 

Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look productswww.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk 

Every MACO lock is guaranteed for 10 years 
and in the unlikely event of a break in MACO will 
refund your home content insurance excess up 
to £1,000. 
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Enhanced Security 
Windows BS7950
All Inspire windows have 
met the requirements 

of the enhanced security windows BS7950 
accreditation and are licenced by BM Trada.

BmTrada BFRC 
Rating Scheme
All outward opening 
Inspire PVC-u casement 

windows have met the requirements for an 
‘A’ rating with regards to the BFRC rating 
scheme.

PAS 23 & PAS 24
Inspire Composite Doors and 
PVC-u Residential & French 
Doors have all achieved a PAS 
23 & PAS 24 rating.

BS 7412
Inspire windows and 
doors hold the BS 7412 
accreditation.

BS 7950
Inspire windows hold 
this accreditation due to 
the enhanced security 
performance of our windows 
for domestic applications.

BS 7950
Your new windows and 
doors not only have to 
look great, they need to 

keep your home secure too.

Secured by Design* is a benchmark 
for security. Products that achieve this 
status have passed numerous tests and 
standards, proving their worth as a safe 
and secure product. All Inspire windows and 
doors can be made to Secured by Design 
specifications, but our in-line patio door is 
the only one on the market that currently 
achieves this accreditation.

By choosing Secured by Design windows 
and doors you can have peace of mind 
knowing both your home and your loved 
ones are safe.

Accreditations

Enhanced Security
Windows BS 7950
Certificate Number 027

PRODUCT’S
CERTIFICATION

012

C E R T I F I C A T I O N

BFRC Rating Scheme
Certi�cate number 009

BS 7950Pas 23-1 & 24-1
KM 546363

BS 7950BS 7412
KM 40840

BS 7950BS 7950
KM 60733

Creating your ideal home with expertly crafted timber look productswww.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk

*Don’t forget to ask for these upgrades

Secured by Design

Official Police Security Initiative



your local Inspirebeaumont installer:

www.dempseydyerinspire.co.uk
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